
Re: VIEW PROTECTION REGULATIONS 
5181 DUNDAS STREET 

., 

ITEM 6 

MANAGER'S REPORT NO. 73 

COUNCIL MEETING Nov. 15/76 

Following is a report from the Director of Planning regarding view 
protection regulations, 

RECOMMENDATION: 

1. THAT the Director of Planning 1s recommendations be adopted, 

TO: MUNICIPAL MANAGER 

JROM:. DIRF.CTOR OF PLANNING 

Planning Department 
November 10, 1976 

RE: VIEW PROTECTION RmULATIONS: 5181 DUNDAS STREET-LOT 58, BLOCK 54, 
D.L. 189. PLAN 4923 

A. BACKGROUND 

Mr. ·Harry Kirkpatrick, 12 North Springer Avenue, appeared before Council 
on September 27, 1976, as spokesman for a group of "Capitol Hill Tax-
payers" to protest the construction of a. new dwelling on the above described 
P;t'Oparty which would aJ.legedly obstruct the view of the neighbourir..g resi
dences. Also included on the Council agenda was · a report from the Chief 
Build.1.ng Inspector wM.oh provided a summary of the procedures .followed 
and the aotiona taken preceding thia development. 

The Council, in considering Mr, Kirkpatrick's submission on the matter, 
requested tho Planning Department to bring forward a report on methods 
which might be utiHzed in. tha f'u·~ure to eliminate inotanceo where the 
development of £U'l individual p:t•ope:r.ty, even though conforming to tho 
requirements o:f' tho Durnr.i.by Zoning By-law, oo-uld ho.ve a detrimental eff'eo'I; 
on ·bho viow of neighbc:mr:ing- p:r.opertie~,. 
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There is no existing Municipal by.:..law which provides specifically for 
view protection in the placement and design or residential buildings. 
The only references to this subject in the Burnaby ZoniJlg By-law_are 
.the "Conditions of Use" clauses of the RM4 and BM5 Districts, both of 
which permit the development of high rise apartment buildings. These 
· particular clauses read as follows: "the building or buildings on a 
lot shall be designed and sited in a manner which does not unnecessarily 
obstruct view .from the surrounding residential areas". 

' 
'While these.requirements apply only to the RM4 and BM5 categories, there 
is an aspect of view protection in many of the other existing regulations 
of the Zoning By-law, even thoue;h such protection is not a stated objec-,_. 
tive. Front yard setback standards, for example, help to preserve the 
view along a street. Side yard and maxi.mum lot coverage requirements 
ensure the provision of open spaces and assist in preventing the obstruc
tion ot views. Building height controls perform a like function. Simi
larly, zoning provi'sions relatillg to permitted yard projections, distances 
between buildings on the same lot, accessory buildings, fences and land-

·acaping effect views, as do the requirements for the underground place
ment of services and utilities in residential subdivisions under the 
subdivision regu.lations. 

C. · POSSI13LE VIEW PROTEX:!TION MEASURES 

There are a number of methods that, if applied, could possibly provide a 
more direct control of view protection. These might include: 

(1) The creation of a series of sub-zones within the existing 
residential districts in which certain regulatory .standards 
would be superimposed upon existing basic use district 
(i.e. similar to the relationship between the M3a sub
category and the M3 District). This technique would involve 
the application of more restrictive standards for a certain 
a:rea, or areas, than those specified under the basic use 
district category. Such standards might, £or example, include 
reduced maximum buildil'l8 heights and, possibly, greater .front 
a.nd side yard setbacks. 

(2) The creation of a completely separate zoni11g district with 
standards designed to ensure, to a greater:degree than is 
presently possible, the preservation of views in certain 
sections of the Municipality. 

(3) The adoption of an administrative review procedure in certain 
designatod view areas of the Municipality within which site 
plans would be examined with respect to the siting of buildings 
in relation ·ho neighbouring and surrounding structures. 

The above possibilities were referred to tho Municipal Solicitor who indi
cated that there would be no logal impl:ldi.rnent to the nrst and second of 
them. However, the 'hhird item would have no legal validity and so J.ong 
as the applicant sa1iisfiod all Municipal by-la.we, he could no·t be refused 
a building permit, 
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If i"t ·,mre decided to proceed with either of the first two possible 
view protection methods, as briefly described in the precea.ing section, 
it would first be necessary to designate those sections of the Municipality 
which could reasonably be considered as "view protection areas". 

Such a determination would primarily involve the identification of hill
sides or sections of sloping terrain which overlook features that 

· are worthy of viewing (i.e. an imposing structure or development complex, 
mountains, a body of water, a park etc.). In the Munioipali ty these 
might, for example, include Burrard Inlet and the mountains beyond, 
Burnaby Lake, Deer Lake, the civic centre complex, Robert Burnaby Park, 
Central Park, the Fraser River, etc. 

Once the proposed "view protection areas" had been identified, it would 
then be necessary to spell out in detail the various standards which 
could be applied with the objective of preserving, as mu.oh as possible, 
the ability of seeirig a particular feature without interference. 

The most direct way of protecting views is through the control of building 
height, bulk and spacing. While these are all controlled by existing 
Zoning By-law regulations, even though view protection is not a stated 
objective, more stringent measures would result from the use of the 
sub-zone or separate zoning district techniques. 

At present, building heights in Single and Two-Family_Residential Districts 
are limited to ~5 feet. This figure could, for example, be reduced to, 
say 30 or 25 feet, in selected view protection areas. However, any such 
height limitation, which applied equally to all principal buildings in a 
given area, would have little effect on the preservation or views. 

An alternative measure would be to establish a series of ma.xi.mum permitted 
building heights which diminished as one proceeded downslope (i.e. ~5, 
;50, 25, 20 feet). However, such a procedure would not provide much 
scope, nor ensure that all views would be preserved. A related problem 
to the use of this approach is that r J existing dwellings within such 
an area would very likely become non :onforming as to height. 

Building bulk may well be of greater importance t_han height in preserving 
views (i.e. low rise buildings erected in a solid mass would likely have 
a view blocking effect more damaging than slim ;high rise towers). Building 
bulk is controlled through cover8€9 and yard setbacks, particularly side 
yards. In the existing Zoning By-law maximum building co~rages in Resi
dential Districts va.ry between 30 and 40 percent, while minimum side ya.rd 
widths range from 5 to 8 feet. The increased limiting of building bulk 
would, of course, involve a reduction in coverage and expanded side ya.rd 
standards, It is considered that these·measures, in order to be at all 
effective and provide a reasonably sized building envelope, would require 
la.rgor than standard lots. 

It should be noted, in ·bhio regard, thA.t in most of the areas which might 
be considered .for the application of view preservation measu.res the sub
division pa.tte1·n has boon establiohed and c•onaide:r.a.ble development har 
already occured (i.o, Burnaby Heights, Ca:pitul I-I:Lll, Wes-bridge, South 
Slope). 
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The staggering of lots in new subdivisions is a possibility which may 
merit further considerations. Using this approach, the side lot lines of 
properties on one side of a street would line up with the mid,J>oints 
of the lots on the other side. In this way, the houses, rather than being 
directly opposite, would face upon a side yard. However, this would 
necessarily be of somewhat limited application and would not be partic
ularly effective, except on steeply sloping land. In any case, such a 
measure could be employed under the existing regulations. 

Front ya:rd setbacks also have a.n important effect on view. It should be 
pointed out 1n this regard that the front yard setbacks specified for the 
various residential districts are minimum standards. There is, therefore, 
nothing to prevent a prospective homeowner or huilder from setting his home 
·back's greater distance than the specified-depth, providing sufficient 
space·is left to meet the rear yard requirement of the zone. The standard 
regulations, therei'ore, allow the individual a certain amount of flexi
bility in the placement of his house on the lot, which is considered 
desirable. 

E. ·coNCLUSIONS 

It is apparent that there are many problems involved in the establishment 
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or more stringent controls designed to accomplish the objective or protecting 
views in residential districts. However, as pointed out earlier in the 
report, there is an aspect of view protection in many of the existing 
Zoning By-law regulations. 

View protection requires that buildings be placed in such a manner that 
they do not obstruct each other' a views. The spacing of buildings is a 
critical factor and one that.is difficult to deal with in specific terms, 
such as the spelling out of reduced building height and site coverage 

· standards, or increased side and front ya.rd setbacks in a new zoning 
district or sub-district category. 
-·; 

View protection is largely a matter of good. site planning and is a factor 
which is taken into account as part of the process involving rezonings 
and major development proposals. Under these circumstances, considerable 
success can be achieved in the preservation of views •. In other cases, 
however, this would not apply under the existing.Zoning Dy-law regulations. 

Only where view protection includes provisions for adm.i.nistrative review 
of all site plane can the spacing of buildings be given adequate attention, 
and reviewing authorities can be charged with the responsibility of ensuring 
that views are not impaired. 

Thie is, in.essence, the third of the possible view protection measures 
described in Section "C" of the report. However, the Municipal Solicitor 
has indicated that such an approach has no legal validity. 

It is oonoluded from the foregoj.ng review tho.t legally viable methods of 
at.tempting to eliminate instances where view obstructiono may occasionally 
arise are not sufficiently flexible to effect.ivoly a.ccompl.iuh tho desired 
objectives. In addition, the application of more stringent controls in 
certain designated area.a of the Munioipali ty would involve a cc:msidera.ble 
llll!ount of time and ef.for·i; which would not, J.n our opinion, be~ ,juotified 
by the reoul'ta ach.ioved. 
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( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

RBO/dm 

THAT the Council concur.with the conclusions of this report 
and with the objective of view protection being ona of the 
criteria used in reviewing rezoning and major development 
proposals. 

THAT,no steps be taken to add .further restrictions to the 
residential building height, coverage or setback requirements 
of the Burnaby Zoning By-law. 

THAT a copy of this report be sent to Mr. Harry Kirkpatrick 
1 2 North · Springer Avenue, Burnaby. 

cc Chief·Building Inspector 
· Municipal, _Solicitor 
Assistant Director-Long Range 

Planning and Research 




